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CryptoSyno is the one-stop resource in the Binance DeFi ecosystem that provides
safe and controlled smart contracts launches under its umbrella. In the process,
CryptoSyno becomes the solution to common rug-pull scams and suspicious
development teams that prey on vulnerable, new investors. CryptoSyno will
launch contracts under its umbrella, referred to as subcontracts, that will funnel
a portion of each transaction into the valuation of the CryptoSyno token.
CryptoSyno will develop its brand and reputation as a haven for investors and
players looking to make a quick return without the risk of rug-pull by minimizing
research time. As with any investment, there is an inherent risk, and CryptoSyno
is no exception. The paper explains in further detail its financial model and
sources of revenue for a successful, permanent brand that will grow with emerging
blockchain technologies.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Welcome trader, this is CryptoSyno. If you are reading
this whitepaper, chances are you have some familiarity
with cryptocurrencies and alternative coins/tokens. If
you have been trading crypto for a while, you will
know there are thousands of tokens you can invest in.
Unfortunately, not all of them are safe investments.
Unsafe investments can result in rug pulls, loss of funds
without the possibility of recovery from that specific
token. There are guidelines one can follow and tips to
abide by, but there is not an easy indicator to let one
know whether a token is safe from a rug pull or not. One
can only do so much before making an educated guess
and investing the funds. CryptoSyno is the solution to
that problem.
CryptoSynos valuation will derive from the products
it delivers, smart contracts that may or may not serve
a purpose, all with the same core fundamentals: safe
liquidity pools for investors to buy or sell at their
discretion. When CryptoSyno launches a new token,
you will know it is safe, and it will be up to you to
determine whether you are on time to buy or it is too
late.
2.

TOKENOMICS

CryptoSynos transactions will have a 12% overall tax
that will be used to sustain the liquidity pool, redistribute to its users, and maintain the coin. The funds
used to feed CryptoSynos liquidity pool will also come

from the additional contracts it deploys. These subcontracts will vary in tax rates, but every token will have
at least one specified rate that will be used to create a
BNB LP pair for CryptoSyno. Once the pair is created
from the subcontract, the value will not depend on the
subcontract in the case it were to collapse.
CryptoSyno will have its smart contract, $CSYN,
with an overall 6% tax that is broken down as follows:
•
•
•
•

1%
1%
2%
2%

sent to burn address when you buy
for reflections when you sell
sent to burn address when you sell
sent to slot machine reward pool when you sell

Every time CryptoSyno launches a new smart-contract
(a token), part of the tax from that token will be used
to add liquidity to CryptoSyno.
2.1.

Example 1

If CryptoSyno launches a new token called $WEIBULL.
WEIBULL might have the following taxes:
•
•
•
•

1%
1%
2%
2%

sent to burn address when you buy
for reflections when you sell
sent to burn address when you sell
sent to slot machine reward pool when you sell

In the above example, 3% of the WEIBULL
transaction would be used to feed CryptoSynos liquidity
pool. This model ensures every new smart contract
sustains the CryptoSyno token while providing fresh
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and safe investment opportunities to new and existing
investors/players.
3.

PURPOSE

CryptoSyno eliminates the risk of being rug pulled by
new or unknown token. Everyone wants a nice 10, 50, or
100x return, but let us be honest; no one really wants to
do the work or research to make sure their investment
is safe and wise. CryptoSyno will launch new tokens
of its own that will be safe and controlled within its
environment. They might be launched randomly, and
they might be announced ahead of time whatever it is,
they will be backed by CryptoSynos name, reputation,
and trust.
Each additional contract CryptoSyno launches will
herein be referred to as a subcontract. These
subcontracts will vary in purpose. One launch may be a
token dedicated to a specific charity and proceeds would
go directly to them, and another launch may simply
be a rocket launch in hopes of making a quick return.
Whatever it may be, it will be up to you if you decide
to ape in.
4.

FIGURE 2. 6 months, 2-hour interval chart of the
CUMMIES Project.

FIGURE 3. 6 months, 2-hour interval chart of the
SavePlanetEarth Project.

DATA ANALYSIS

The following figures will be used in the later discussion
of the CryptoSyno financial model.
Figure 1 is the six months, 2-hour interval chart of
the SafeMars project. There is a sharp increase in
demand for the token followed by a sharp decrease and
ultimate sell-off. This cycle repeats a couple of weeks
later. Ultimately, the token encounters its demise as its
demand slowly converges to zero.
Figure 2 is the six months, 2-hour interval chart of the
CUMMIES project. As usual, there is a sharp increase
in demand for the tokens, followed by uncertainty and
the typical cycle of buy the dip, overwhelmed by fud
until its next bull cycle. As expected, it has little to no
resistance and converges to zero as demand decreases
over time.
Figure 3 is the six months, 2-hour interval chart of the
SavePlanetEarth project. To no surprise, there is the
sharp increase in demand for tokens, but this time, SPE
encounters sell-off resistance as it provides an actual-use
case backed by engineers and scientists that have the
discipline to deliver on their mission. The price appears
to have found a baseline much higher than the launch
price, indicative of progress and a strong community.
5.

FIGURE 1. 6 months, 2-hour interval chart of the
SafeMars Project.

SUSTAINABILITY & DISCUSSION

The current infancy state of Binance Smart Chain
contracts allows for a valuable, flexible asset that
can be incorporated and deployed for several-use
cases traditional currency systems cannot provide nor
sustain. As seen with Figures 1, 2, and 3, any promising
alt-coin will have its immediate initial bull-run followed
by the despair and anguish of bear financials; that is,

the price will dip, and fud will rise. Coins that show
promise will sustain a more robust price point relative
to their launch price, and coins that serve no actual
purpose will wither and die. This consistent behavior
with most alt-coins allowed us to develop a system that
ensures long-term price stability and consistent organic
growth by fueling funds from launched subcontracts.
The market will determine the life expectancy of each
subcontract, that is, you. It can live for a day, or it
can live foreverthe investors will determine the direction
of the subcontract. If the team at CryptoSyno finds
widespread support for a specific subcontract, revisions
and necessary adjustments will be made to ensure the
project lives to its fullest potential. Sub-contracts
will not have their own social media pages/links, and
it will all be funneled through CryptoSynos social
media. CryptoSyno will provide projections regarding
life expectancy based on current market speculations
and reasonings to allow players or investors to make
more informed and well-reasoned decisions. Alas,
players and or investors will have the final say in how
they spend their funds, and no onenot even God can
predict how the market will behave.
CryptoSynos tokens value will always have multiple
streams of potential revenue as time goes by and more
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projects are launched. CryptoSynos value will also be
upheld by its reputation as a reliable source for altcoin launches and cryptocurrency games. The team
at CryptoSyno has several other non-smart contract
projects in current development and will be announced
as the time comes.
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DeFi Decentralized Finance. BNB, Bitcoin, ETH
are forms of decentralized finance. They use
blockchain technology and do not depend on
traditional brokerages, exchanges, banks etc.. 1

DEVELOPMENT TEAM

The executive team behind CryptoSyno consists of
engineers, mathematicians, and other very welleducated individuals that have a deep understanding
of financial variables, cryptocurrencies, blockchain
technologies, and things alike. Based on popular
demand, the team may do a full reveal of their
identities.
This event will happen after several
deliverables have been completed to prevent bias and
skewed social perceptions as to how operations are
handled.
7.

GLOSSARY

development team Development team or creators of
a smart-contract.. 1
rug pull When the devs withdraw all the funds from
the liquidity pool (usually in attempts to run off
with the money) and results in a price crash. No
one can buy or sell the token if there isnt any money
in the liquidity pool.. 1, 3

RISK

As with all investments, there is an inherent risk on the
line. CryptoSyno is no exception, and if anything, it is
higher because it is a project that welcomes the inner,
suppressed greed within all of us. The risk is amplified
with the subcontracts it launches. CryptoSyno is a
permanent brand to stay and grow with blockchain
technologies; the subcontracts it launches, on the other
hand, are not. However, we do not entirely dismiss any
of the subcontracts we will launch because as we have
seen with Doge, even the most ridiculed cryptos can
grow to be absolute units.
Please invest and gamble responsibly. CryptoSyno cannot and will not be held responsible for minor or significant losses incurred in any of its operations.
The motto we go by is, ’Assume the money is lost the
moment you put it in crypto.’ It is safer, and it is wiser.
Please be responsible.
8.

We would like to thank bogtools, poocoin, pancakeswap
and binance for the resources and tools they provide
that made this research possible.

smart contract Code that dictates the behavior and
taxes (fees) of the cryptocurrency token. If a new
smart contract is launched, a new token is made..
1
token There are coins, and there are tokens; both are
forms of cryptocurrency. CryptoSyno is a token..
1, 2

CONCLUSIONS

In a digital space where anyone can publish a smartcontract, CryptoSyno seeks to provide everyone with
what they want, profits, all while providing a haven
from scams, rug pulls and suspicious contracts and/or
developers looking to prey on the vulnerable. The
CryptoSyno brand and valuation will be driven by the
subcontracts it publishes and a strong reputation across
communities for being a reliable dealer of alt-coin contract launches and planned cryptocurrency games. As
with all investments, there is an inherent risk, and
one should only invest/play what they are willing to
lose. CryptoSyno does not condone degenerate gambling/investing practices and will always try to inform
its community of potential risks to the best of its ability.
All that being said, Welcome to CryptoSyno!
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